
Our company is looking for an assistant director, development. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for assistant director, development

Develop, coordinate, and deliver career and internship workshops and events
in all areas of career development, including video casts, webinars, podcasts,
panel discussions
Contribute to the development of online content, and video and print media
and resources
Train and supervise junior event planners in proper execution and
implementation of events
Operational knowledge of technology, computer programs, and budgets
Solicit multi-year leadership annual giving commitments
Track prospect outreach and relationship building through each stage in
ADVANCE database
Work with prospects to develop and enhance the relationship to and
connection with the hospital, ultimately leveraging that relationship to
maximize philanthropic giving
Additional program and liaison opportunities may include
Oversees the Patron Program including renewals and acquisitions campaigns,
ad hoc giving opportunities, and festival fundraising
Responsible for a diverse portfolio of Patrons $5,000 and above to solicit
renewals and upgrades and for cultivation

Qualifications for assistant director, development

Example of Assistant Director, Development Job
Description
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Experience with business applications of data analysis and using data to drive
performance
Successfully and consistently cultivating relationships and getting
commitments for new programs and enrollments within Executive Education
Making connections (over the phone, email, and in person) to establish a
relationship
Able to effectively and independently conduct competitor analysis & gain an
in depth understanding of market dynamics including competitor UW
initiatives, rate level analysis, forms analysis economic trends & emerging
issues in the market
Assist in the completion of all associated sales reporting including weekly
inventory verification and updating management of individual inventory
requests
Along with the DMBD, convey sales and market related information to the
center’s leasing representative


